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BACKGROUND

The Applicant, a member of the media, made a request for certain information from the

NWT Business Credit Corporation (NWTBCC). The request was for a list of the companies

which had received loans from the NWTBCC from fiscal 1999 to the date of the request.

The public body had initially refused to disclose the information requested, taking the

position that the disclosure of the names of companies and corporate entities who had

received funding from the NWT Business Development Corporation (or its successor, the

Business Development and Investment Corporation (NWTBDIC)) would violate section

24(1)(f) of the Act. The Applicant asked me to review that decision and my Review

Recommendation on that issue was issued on February 28  , 2005. In thatth

recommendation, I recommended that the names of the companies who had received

funding should be disclosed but that details about the loans made were protected from

disclosure pursuant to section 24(1)(f). As a result of that recommendation, the public body

decided to disclose the names of the companies who had received funding, but were first

required to give the third parties notice of their intention to do so. NWTBDIC sent letters to

the third parties who might be affected by the disclosure of the information requested, giving

them 60 days to respond with any objections they might have to the disclosure. Most of

those did not respond, some responded giving consent to the disclosure and 17 objected to

the disclosure. The Public Body advised all 17 Third Parties that they had decided that they

were going to disclose their names to the Applicant and advised them that if they continued

to object, they would be required to ask this office to review that decision. As a result of this,

our office received nine Requests for Review from nine third parties, each of them objecting

to the disclosure of their names to the Applicant.

ISSUE

The issue before me is whether the third parties have established that the Applicant has no



right to know who has received financing from the NWTBDIC, which is a publicly funded

lending institution.

THE RELEVANT SECTIONS OF THE ACT

The public body refers to section 24(1)(f) of the Access to Information and Protection of

Privacy Act objection to the disclosure. That section reads as follows: 

24. (1) Subject to subsection (2), the head of a public body shall refuse to

disclose to an applicant ....

(f) a statement of financial assistance provided to a third party by

a prescribed corporation or board; or ...

Subsection (2) reads:

(2) A head of a public body may disclose information described in

subsection (1)

a) with the written consent of the third party to whom the

information relates;

b) if an Act or regulation of the Northwest Territories or Canada

authorizes or requires the disclosure.

Also important to keep in mind is section 1 of the Act which outlines the purposes of the

legislation:

1. The purposes of this Act are to make public bodies more accountable

to the public and to protect personal privacy by 

(a) giving the public a right of access to records held by public

bodies;

(b) giving individuals a right of access to, and a right to request

correction of, personal information about themselves held by

public bodies;

( c) specifying limited exceptions to the rights of access;



(d) preventing the unauthorized collection, use or disclosure of

personal information by public bodies; and

(e) providing for an independent review of decisions made under

this Act.

Finally, also important in this case is section 33 of the Act which puts the onus on the Third

Party who objects to the disclosure of information to establish that the Applicant is not

entitled to access to the records:

33 (3) On a review of a decision to give an applicant access to all or part

of a record containing information that relates to a third party,

(a) in the case of personal information, the onus is on the

applicant to  establish that disclosure of the information

would not be contrary to this Act or the regulations; and

(b) in any other case, the onus is on the third party to

establish that the applicant has no right of access under

this Act to the record or the part of the record.

The onus, therefore, of establishing that the Applicant has no right to access to the

information in question is on the Third Parties.

THE PUBLIC BODY'S POSITION

The public body consulted each of the 137 third parties whose names would have been

revealed by the disclosure of the information requested. Of those, 110 did not respond. The

public body disclosed the names of these 110 Third Parties. Ten parties did respond and

consented to the disclosure of their names to the Applicant. The names of these companies

were, similarly, disclosed. Seventeen of the Third Parties responded objecting to the

disclosure of the information requested. The names of these companies were not disclosed

to the Applicant so as to allow those companies to request a review of that decision from

this office.



THE POSITION OF THE THIRD PARTIES

Not all of the 17 companies who objected to the disclosure of their information responded to

my requests for their submissions. I did, however, hear from nine of those companies and

each was given the opportunity to provide me with their point of view and their reasons for

not wanting their information to be disclosed. Virtually all of the companies who responded

had the same or similar concerns. Of the responses I received, the objections stated were

as follows: 

Third Party #1 and #2- These companies "strongly' objected to the release of any "loan

information". They were concerned that they did not know the identity of the person seeking

the information or how the information would be used. They did not feel that any other

person, corporation or other entity should have the right to access "financial information"

regarding their businesses.

Third Party #3 - It appears that this company understood the request to be for both the

names of the companies which had received funding and the amount received. They

indicated that they felt this was "confidential information" that only the NWTBDIC and the

company should have access to. This third party was also concerned about the identity of

the person requesting the information and how that information was intended to be used. In

the absence of that information, they concluded that the person asking for the information

had no interest in advancing the interests of the company. 

Third Party #4 - This third party understood that there had been a request for their "loan

information". They felt that the disclosure of that information would adversely affect their

company for the following reasons:

a) the information might reveal financial instability of the company

b) the disclosure of the information would give competitors motivation to

move into their area of expertise;

c) because of the highly competitive nature of their industry, and the

influx of much larger, more established businesses, the disclosure of



the requested information could very well affect their competitive

position.

Third Party #5 - This third party objected to the disclosure of "any information regarding its

account" with the NWTBDIC "to an unknown person with unknown motivation". The loan

information was described as "confidential" and the company felt that the "disclosure of any

confidential information that we provided to the BCC (sic) in our application for a loan could

be damaging if provided to an unfriendly competitor".

Third Party #6 - This company, as well, was concerned that they did not know the identity of

the Applicant and because of this felt that their information should remain private. It was

their position that the company's business with the NWTBDIC should remain "between"

them. They described themselves as a "small private company", with the implication being

that the revelation of loan information to a competitor might be detrimental to the health of

their business.

Third Party #7 - This company cited Section 24(1)( c) of the Access to Information and

Protection of Privacy Act. This section prohibits the disclosure of third party information

where the disclosure reasonably be expected to 

(i) result in undue financial loss or gain to any person,

(ii) prejudice the competitive position of a third party,

(iii) interfere with contractual or other negotiations of a third party, or

(iv) result in similar information not being supplied to a public body;

This company indicated that they were of the opinion that irreparable damage would be

done to their company should this information be disclosed. The company did not, however,

explain how the disclosure might result in the outcomes listed. 

Third Party #8 - This company objected to the disclosure of "any information" about their

company being disclosed. They stated that the information was "personal and confidential"

and concerned only the public body and themselves and that there was no need for any

outside agency or company to have the information. They did say that if there was



something that someone wanted to know about their company, they could come directly to

the company and they could discuss it face to face.

Third Party #9 - This party objected to the disclosure of the company's "loan history". The

reason given was that the company had never been advised that their loan information

would be made public. They also pointed out that the money received was a repayable loan

and not a grant.

THE APPLICANT'S POSITION

The Applicant's position was quite simple and was provided in one sentence. "The public

has a right to know who receives public funds for commercial purposes". He considers it an

accountability issue.

DISCUSSION

In this case, the issue initially was whether the disclosure of names of third parties who

receive financing from the NWTBDIC would, in effect, be a disclosure of a "statement of

financial assistance" given to each of the third parties involved, and thereby prohibited by

section 24(1)(f) of the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act. As I said in

Review Recommendation 05-049;

So the question then becomes, what is a "statement of financial assistance"?

Section 24(1 )(f) appears to be fairly unique in Canada. In fact, it appears that

only Saskatchewan and Nunavut have similar provisions. Neither of these

jurisdictions appears yet to have been asked to consider what, exactly, the

provision means. We are therefore left with the "ordinary meaning" test. The

term "statement" has a number of meanings but, in connection with finances,

the term usually means a document showing credits and debits. If one

accepts that as the intended meaning in this provision, it seems to me that a

statement which says "ABC Company received $15,000.00 from BCC" would

constitute a "statement of financial assistance" given to ABC Company" .



That having been said, and keeping in mind always that exceptions to

disclosure must be narrowly interpreted, I do not believe that section 24(1)(f)

prohibits the public body from disclosing a list of the names of businesses

which received loans. In my opinion, the mere fact that a company received a

loan from BCC is not a "statement of financial assistance" in that it does not

indicate credits and debits or any other detail. A statement that financial

assistance has been given to a particular company is not the same as a

"statement of financial assistance given" to a company. There is nothing in

the Act which, in my opinion, prohibits the public body from disclosing which

companies have received financial assistance from BCC, provided that the

details of that financial assistance are not disclosed. 

My opinion has not changed since those Recommendations were made. I do not believe

that the disclosure of the names of companies which received financing through the

Northwest Territories Business Credit Corporation or its successor is prohibited by section

24(1)(f) of the Act unless those names are accompanied by other details about the loans. 

One of the Third Parties specifically referred to section 24(1)( c) of the Act and all of the

respondents were concerned about how the disclosure might negatively affect their

business and ability to compete. Each of the Third Parties who responded to me referred in

some fashion to the possibility that the disclosure of "loan information" might affect their

business position, hurt their competitiveness, or cause them financial loss. 

In reading the responses, it appears to me that most of those who responded thought that

details of the loans (amount, loan history, credit information etc) were being requested. In

fact, the only thing being requested by this Applicant in this case is the names of the

companies which received financing. There is no request for any other details. As noted, the

onus of establishing that the Applicant is not entitled to receive the information sought is on

the Third Parties in this case. None of them provided me with any concrete evidence that

the disclosure of their name would have any impact on their business at all. I am not

convinced that there is any real possibility that the disclosure of the fact that a company has

received financing from the NWTBDIC would result in undue financial loss or gain to any

person, prejudice the competitive position of the third party, interfere with contractual or



other negotiations of the third party, or result in similar information not being supplied to a

public body.

RECOMMENDATION

It is, therefore, my recommendation that the Northwest Territories Business Credit

Corporation (or its successor, the Northwest Territories Business Development and

Investment Corporation) disclose the names of those corporate entities that received

funding from the NWTBCC or the NWTBDIC (as the case may be) during the time frame

indicated in the Applicant's Request for Information. 

POST SCRIPT

This Review Recommendation has taken far longer than it should have to complete and far

longer than the time allowed to me in the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy

Act to complete my investigations and submit my reports. Some of the delay was as a result

of confusion between this Request for Review and a very similar one made by the same

applicant earlier. Part of the delay came from my attempts to mediate a resolution between

the parties in light of the result of the previous recommendations. Some of the delay arose

because of the need to consult with Third Parties and allow them the opportunity to provide

their input. Some of the delay, however, was internal within my own office and there is no

good reason for it and I would like to take this opportunity to apologize to the Applicant and

to the Third Parties for that part of the delay which was not driven by external sources.

Elaine Keenan Bengts
Information and Privacy Commissioner


